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Bill Baines: On the use of steam generator
modeling at Calvert Cliffs

Bill. ~aines is the pro~am ~d- The working scale model of the new steam generator
nnrustrator for the Enzineerinz fi C I Cliit: II dfi . I .. . c'-' 11 ~ or a vert l.JJS a owe or easier p anrungtraimng program at onste a-

tion uclear's Cal ert Cliff nuclear and comparison with the old components.
power plant, a two-unit plant located in Lusby, Md.
Calvert Cliffs currently is invol ed in a refueling
outage on Unit 2, during which the unit's two
team generators are being replaced. The outage
tarted on February 14, but for proprietary reasons,

the plant' management is not commenting on
when the unit is expected back on line. (A steam
generator replacement project on Calvert Cliffs-l
in _00_ took more than 100 da s.)

Two ne Babcock & ilcox steam generators
are being installed at Unit 2, the ame type as were
installed during Unit 1 s steam generator change-

out la tear.
For the nit 2 outage, and for the one conduct-

ed last ear on nit 1, Baines has trained on X6- Bill Baines (right) and steam generator changeout project engineer John
Haydin stand next to the scale model of Calvert Cliff-2's replacement steam

scale models of both the original and the new generator.

steam generators. The training has allowed him-and out- began his nuclear career assigned to submarines in the
age worker who train on the ame models-to see how nuclear avy where he served for 10 years, including a
the steam generators differ, and what the workers could junior-officer tour on a fast attack ubmarine as an engi-
expect to encounter while performing their jobs. neering division officer, a shore tour as a aval Reserve

Baines has been program administrator for more than Officer Training Corps instructor at the University of Vir-
five ears, over eeing the initial and continuing training ginia, and then as an engineer officer on a ballistic mis-
of the approximatel 180 engineers and analysts at the sile submarine.
plant. He has been licensed as a senior reactor operator, Calvert Cliffs has two Combustion Engineering pres-
was part of a management team that worked on Calvert surized water reactors. Unit 1 is rated at 1020 MWe (net)
Cliffs' emergency diesel generator construction project and Unit 2 at 1090 MWe (net). Unit 1 started commercial
in 1995-96, and spent three years on the job in the plant's operation in May 1975, and Unit 2 in April 1977.
Chemi try Department. Before coming to Calvert Cliffs, During the interview, conducted by Rick Michal, NN
Baines worked for two years in operations training at the senior associate editor, Baines talked about how Calvert
Point Beach nuclear power plant (which is now operated Cliffs incorporated scale models of steam generators into
by uclear Management Company), in Wisconsin. He worker training.
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How did you get the idea to use a scale
model of the new steam generator?

The Training Department at Calvert
Cliffs has had a scale model of the old steam
generator for about eight years. We also
have a scale model of the reactor vessel and
its internals. When plant management de-
cided to replace the team generators, I
asked the project manager about the possi-
bility of budgeting some mane to build a
new model, ince there were some signifi-
cant internal differences bet'. een the two
design .

The project does not replace the entire
steam generator. Instead, we are using the
containment equipment hatch for all moves,
ver u cutting a hole in the containment
wall as . orne other utilities have done. For
the replacement project, we are cutting the
upper steam drum off of the old stearn gen-
erators, setting them to the side, and then
tran porting the old lower team generator
as emblie out of the containment As to the
steam drum internals the are being cut out
of the steam drums ahead of time, with the
drums to be set aside in the containment for
installation of the new internal . The old
lower as emblie, will be lifted our and new
ones brought in. Then the refurbished steam
drums ith internal \ ill be welded back
onto the new lower as emblies.

The new team drum internal , by the
way, u e a completel different design of
moi ture eparators and steam dryers. Also,
the moisture drain sy tern i different [Spe-
cific information i proprietary under
B&W's contract ith Constellation u-
clear-Ed.]

How does use of the
scale model help
you?

We sent the old
steam generator
model to the peo-
ple working on the
steam generator
replacement proj-
ect well ahead of
last year's Unit 1
outage so that they
could use it for job
planning. Since
we were going to
reuse the upper
steam drum of the
old steam genera-
tors, mated to new
lower assemblies,
we thought it pru-
dent to have a
working scale
model of the new
team generator to

use for planning
and comparison. It
allowed our job
planners to actual-
ly determine if
some of the in-
tended activities could be accomplished
as planned. For example, once the steam
dryers and separators were removed from
the steam drum, the model provided an
excellent visual representation of the re-
quirements for removing other compo-
nents.

The upper half of the model steam generator, exposed, contains the
primary steam separators.

What kind of training do you and your
workers receive on the scale model?

For this year's Unit 2 outage, the re-
placement project will be able to use both
the old and new models for planning. In the
future, the model will reside with the Train-
ing Department for use by all departments,

THE STEAM GENERATOR CHANGEOUT AT CALVERT CLlFFS·2 BEGAN on February 14, when the unit shut down to
start a refueling outage. In addition to refueling activities, two main step-up transformers are being replaced and a reactor vessel head
inspection is being performed in accordance with Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements. These activities are being conducted
in parallel with the replacement of Unit 2's two steam generator lower assemblies. The upper section-the dome-of each SOO-ton,
62-ft-tall steam generator has been cut away. Workers are replacing and refurbishing the moisture separation equipment inside the
domes while the old lower assemblies are removed. The scope of work for the Unit 2 outage is similar to the work done during last
year's Unit I outage. In left photo, a new Babcock & Wilcox steam generator arrives in a blue protective covering at Calvert Cliffs for
the Unit I change out last year. In right photo, welder Errol Corbins practices his craft during mock-up training in preparation for the
Unit 2 outage. (Photos courtesy of Constellation Energy)
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Bill Minkler' column at the back of uclear ews are always a
treat. ow a new book collects the best of the columns that have

appeared over the past 3~years.

This American uclear Society publication gives you the choice
columns about the humorous happenings in the fictional town of
Blightsburg, from the Beta Bar to uke University.

The humor-the fun-in Minkler's columns can be appreciated
without your being a nuclear engineer. In fact, you don't need to be
into science at all to enjoy these columns.

So, the book makes a great gift for yourself-c-or for someone else.

Each copy costs just $20; ANS members receive a 10% discount.
(Add S5 for shipping to U.S. addresses; $10 for elsewhere.)

such as Engineering, Operations, Radiation
Safety, and Maintenance.

The use of the model for this year's re-
placement outage will generally be limited
to maintenance workers, project personnel,
and planners. Again, the new and old mod-
els are used mostly for planning purposes,
providing project personnel with a visual,
3-D model that gives a good idea of how
components might interfere \\ ith each oth-
er during remo al and installation.

How did you fin.d a company to make the
scale model?

Initially, we tried to contact the original
maker of our two models of [the steam gen-
erator and the reactor yes ell, but that com-
pany was out of busines . I had done some
piping and instrumentation drawing (P&ID)
work with argent & Lundy, of Chicago,
and had remembered that they had a mod-
el-making hop in their company. I con-
tacted S&L about using them to build the
new model. In the years since they did our
P&ID ork, their model hop had clo ed
down, but the individual who ran it still had
contacts. He put me together with Hal Chaf-
fee, of Model Builders, Inc., of Chicago.
For reference checking, I contacted previ-
ou clients of his and looked at his work
products. In addition, we al 0 had an offer
from another compan about building a
cale model. However, the price was high-

A publication of the
American Nuclear Society

Do other nuclear power plants use scale
models?

I have been at several nuclear utilities
that utilize models in their outage planning

er and it would not
have been a col-
orized model-it
would have been
single color. So we
decided to go with
Model Builders,
Inc.

Is use of the scale
model cost-effec-
tive? If so, in what
ways?

I can conserva-
ti ely say that we
probably will save
the cost of the mod-
el through planning
improvements over
both the Unit 1 and
Unit 2 steam gener-
ator replacement
outages. There is
not an easy correla-
tion of direct sav-
ings associated with
the training use of
the model.

The lower half of the steam generator model shows tube bundles in
lattice grid assemblies.

groups. For example, the Su quehanna nu-
clear plant, in Pennsylvania, has a ery de-
tailed model of their entire reactor build-
ing, including all the major system of the
reactor. The model was very large and
very detailed, showing all the piping s -

276 pages, soft cover. ANS order number: 690057
American Nuclear Society, 555 N. Kensington Ave., La Grange Park. IL 60526

Phone: 708/579-8210; Fax: 708/579-8314; e-mail: orders@ans.org
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A model company

terns and the reactor inside containment.
Sequoyah has two boiling water reactors.
All these models do double duty with
training.

What do your workers think of training on
the scale model?

I have had overwhelmingly positi e re-
sponses from all personnel regarding the
new steam generator model. They are
pleased with the colorization, the detail, and

The key to building a model is to find
out the detail, explained Hal Chaffee,

pre ident of Model Builders, Inc. "The
fir t thing we do is double-check the
scale," he aid, speaking from his com-
pany' workshop in Chicago, Ill. "Often
time , people think they want a certain
ize, but for one reason or another that
cale doesn't work. The trick is to build it

in a scale that will show the proper
amount of detail."

If a cale model is too mall, then it
likely will be too simplified and not large
enough to show the intricacies of its
working parts. If it's too big, there might
be difficulty imply in moving it from one
room to another. The trick, he said, is to
"build omething in a size that people can
relate to."

Calvert Cliffs' steam generator X6-scale
model made by Chaffee' company is
about 4 feet tall and [Oakmore than six
months to build. Chaffee's first step was
to get architectural drawings of the team
generator from Calvert Cliffs and from
Babcock & Wilcox, the manufacturer of
the actual replacement steam generator
that are being installed at the plant during
the outage on Unit 2.

Although some of the model' parts
were made in parallel, its external shell
was the first piece fabricated, with the in-
temals added later. 'We're very dependent
on the earlier stages," Chaffee said. "If we
make a part that is a fraction of an inch off
in the model, it might make a huge differ-
ence in how it all fits together."

The model is made largely from plas-
tic. with the exterior fabricated out of
clear acrylic and then partially painted
over. Specialized machines in Chaffee's
shop allowed the plastic to be molded, but
stock parts also were used, such as metal-
lic cylinder that came in different sizes.
Other materials not used on the Calvert
Cliffs model but often u ed on other proj-
ects have included copper, wood, and
even Bonde", the substance that is used in
auto repair.

The original older steam generator
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How detailed is the scale model-i.e., does
it have moving parts, etc.?

The steam generator model is very de-
tailed. It also has the various internal parts
made out of different colored materials for
ease of identification. Hal Chaffee used
many different materials in building the
model. Some pieces or components were
acquired from model parts' manufacturers,
some were machined or cast at his facility,
while some were made from hardware

the ease of viewing the various internals.

What is management's response to use of
the scale model?

Once management understood that there
was a definite economic payback for con-
structing the model, and that it would then
be available for future training purposes,
they were enthusiastic with their support.
They were very pleased with the final
product.

model at Calvert Cliffs had com-
ponents made of "greatly con-
trasting colors" to make the vari-
ous parts stand out, Chaffee said.
That model also had numbers
pasted on the parts to identify
them. For Chaffee's model, he
had something else in mind. "I
was concerned, becau e I had a
little trouble trying to get a crisp
explanation of how a steam gen-
erator worked," he said. "So, I de-
cided to build the model so that if
people just looked at it, they'd be
able to figure out how it worked."

This resulted in using colors
for steam generator tubes, Chaf-
fee said, that are standardized for
temperature identification. For
example, the main feedwater pip-
ing is blue, representing cold wa-
ter, with red piping representing
hot water. There also are yellow
pipes to represent the auxiliary
feedwater, which is used for
backup in case the main feedwa-
ter system goes down. The yel-
Iowan the pipes, Chaffee added,
makes them "stand out."

The piping is made up of indi-
vidual tubes, something the old
model doesn't have. "If Calvert
Cliffs didn't think it was impor-
tant to have that detail in there for
training, then we wouldn't neces-
sarily have put it in," he said.

Other detail includes a cutaway
in the primary steam eparators,
so that workers can see how that generator.
component works on the inside.
For the steam generator's hatches, Chaf-
fee's model shows all the nuts and bolts,
which weren't displayed on the older
model. "Calvert Cliffs told me that this
level of detail makes a difference in terms
of training," he said.

Chaffee's model for Calvert Cliffs was
being fabricated while the plant was in-
volved with its steam-generator change-
out on Unit 1 last year. "They decided at

The scale model of Calvert Cliffs'new steam

that time that for training purposes, they
would like a new model made," he said.
"It's particularly good in their case be-
cause they now have an old model and a
new model. They can indicate where they
currently are during the job, where they
are going to cut off the top, where they
will pull out the core in the middle, etc."

Model Builders, Inc. was started by
Chaffee's father in 1950, and a few years
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store items. For example, the manway cov-
er bolts and nuts-actually about 1-2-in.
in diameter reallife--were made from tiny
nylon screws and nuts that were painted
silver.

Our reactor vessel and internals model is
al 0 of the}of. cale. It was made by ABB
back in about 1995, and it is designed to
come apart.,much like when we disas em-
ble the real reactor essel during refueling
outages. The new steam generator model

has a removable dome, but is not intended
to be disassembled. We had it constructed
out of clear Lucite, with a portion painted
over, that will allow visual examination of
the internals. There is no true value in hav-
ing the steam generator model be able to be
disassembled. As for moving parts, there
are no true moving parts in either of these
components. Some components-such as
manways, heads, etc.-are removable in
real life, but not on the model.

later the company built for Argonne
ational Laboratory a cale model of

CP-l (Chicago Pile-I), the reactor that
fIT t achieved a controlled nuclear
chain reaction. Argonne in 1957 also
had the company build scale models of
the EBWR [Experimental Boiling Wa-
ter Reactor] and the Argonaut reactor.
In addition, Model Builders in the
19505-1970 made an as ortment of
cale model reactors for the Chicago

Bridge and Iron Corporation, a com-
pany that built nuclear containment
yes els.

Two years ago, Model Builders
made a terrain model measuring II ft
X 11 ft for the Department of Energy.
The model, representing an area 6
miles X 6 miles and located at Fort
Chaffee, Ark., is used for the training
of ecurity teams that are tasked with
protecting trucks moving nuclear ma-
terials. The model's major roads,
which were made larger than scale,
have small car and semi-tractor
trucks on them. There are hills, forest-
ed areas, and bodies of water. Black
markers can be placed on the roads to
represent terrorist bomb explosions
that have made those areas irnpass-
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Will you, in the future, use scale models of
other plant components because they help
reduce durations and dosage? If so, what
other kinds of jobs could you use themfor?

I don't anticipate that the new steam gen-
erator model will be used very much in fu-
ture outages as there generally won't be
much work on the actual steam generators.
But the model of the reactor vessel gets a
lot of usage during maintenance and outage
planning meetings. lW

Left: A terrain model built for the
Department of Energy is used for
terrorist-response exercises. The
model contains roads, vehicles, hills,
forests, and waterways. The U.S. Army
base is depicted on the right side. Hal
Chaffee appears in a cutout of the
model to show scale.

able. Small blue-painted figures rep-
resent the security figures, and various
scenarios are enacted. "We made a
few other things," Chaffee said, "so
they could talk about a situation, like
if the convoy came to a blockage on
the road and there were 20 perpetra-
tors in the hills-how would the ecu-
rity team react to that?" The company
finished building the model and
shipped it off to Fort Chaffee on Sep-
tember 10, 2001-the day before the
actual terrorist attacks hit the United
States.-R.M.

This model of the CP-I was built in the 19505. The figures in the right of photo represent
Enrico Fermi, Walter Zinn, and others who participated in bringing about the first
controlled nuclear chain reaction.
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